ANIMAL TUNING FORK
PRACTITIONER

During this course you will study
techniques to treat both the animals
and their companions with tuning forks,
bringing the whole body and mind into
states of relaxation and balance. You
will study over two weekends. The first
weekend covers the theoretical
modules in a classroom for 2 days.
The second long weekend covers the
practical elements.
This is a fully insurable course that you
can offer to clients and their pets. It is
ideal for the new practitioner or existing
therapists.
We offer classes in small groups
ensuring a personalised teaching
approach.
Home study hours and case studies are subject
to prior learning. If you have studied either our
Animal Reiki or Animal Crystal Therapy full
programs then your home study hours will be
around 40 and case studies of 12. (6 humans
and 6 animals)
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01302 965658
enquiries@centrewellbeing.co.uk

www.centrewellbeing.co.uk

THE TRAINING
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WELLBEING
ANIMAL TUNING FORK
PRACTITIONER
TRAINING BROCHURE

CURRICULUM
Codes of conduct and the law

ABOUT THE COURSE
Prerequisite: None
Duration of training: 5 Days over 2 weekends
Cost: £699
Independent Learning Hours: up to 150
Case Studies: 12-75

IS THIS COURSE FOR YOU?
This course is ideal for the complementary medicine practitioner who
is new to animal therapy and complementary therapy or for an
experienced therapist who would like to add this tuning fork therapy
technique to their services.

WHATS INCLUDED?
MORE INFORMATION
There are no prerequisites to this training. You
will take part in practical sessions during the
second weekend so please dress accordingly.

Your training includes:
Full printed manual, classroom sessions, e-book on anatomy and
physiology, basic human body systems, codes of conduct and
support with case studies, laminated charts and a full set of
harmonic tuning forks (8).

Accredited by the Complementary Medicine Association

The Veterinary Act
How to approach Dogs, Cats,
Horses, Farm and Wild Animals in a
tuning fork therapy session
The human to animal connection
Anatomy and Physiology
The energetic bodies
The science of sound therapy
The effects and benefits of a tuning
fork therapy
Client Consultation Skills
Contraindications
Health and Hygiene
The Therapy Sessions - putting it all
together
Aftercare recommendations
Case Studies and Research
You are required to submit 5 case
studies with two follow up therapies on
each client as well as completing a final
written question and answer
assessment. Three case studies must
be animals and 2 humans.
You receive a basic body systems
and codes of conduct e-book to
study at home.

